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UPDATE YOUR WORKING METHODS WITH FIZZ (NEW FEATURES INCLUDING FIZZ DATABASE)
Target:

Users who want to discover the most recent features in order to be more
proficient in building questionnaires and using the Fizz database module.
The course is designed for people who haven’t used Fizz for a while or who
haven’t taken note of the last Fizz features and who need a refresher to
optimize their Fizz use.

Goals:

Help the trainees to use the most recent Fizz features for a quick and
efficient use of FIZZ in daily sensory analysis work. The training will be based
on examples typical in sensory analysis with expert panels.
After the training, the participants will master the concepts and have enough
practice for an advanced use of the FIZZ system.

Course content:

1. Presentation of the 3 FIZZ modules: Fizz Acquisition, Fizz Calculations
and Fizz Database
2. Building of a complete Fizz session
2.1 Enter the session properties
2.2 Create the session pages: modification of the number of products and automatic
layout based on product 1…
2.3 Identify the judges: enter the judges’ characteristics into the database and
create the panel file
2.4 Identify the samples: enter the samples characteristics into the database and
use these samples from the session organization
2.5 Define the attribute file: profile with different scales, automatic graduation…

3. Use of information coming from the database in Fizz Calculations
3.1 Include information from the database with the calculation output : tables with
questionnaire, products or judges’ information, summary tables to describe the panel
3.2 Use information from the database to filter data
3.3 Export information from the database together with data

4. Use of results in Fizz Database
4.1 Register the session results into the database
4.2 Example of queries: last participation date and number of participations of a
judge, number of evaluations of a sample,…

The content of this course may be adjusted (replacement of one
chapter by a chapter extracted from another training course) provided
the trainees all agree.
Duration and time frame:

1 day: 9:30 am – 5:30 pm.

Number of seats:

Up to 5 people.

(*) see the general sales conditions for detailed services included in this rate.
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